IAmVerified in
MetaVerse
A Reliable Identity and Access
Management System

Decentralized | Transparent | Autonomous

Why IAmVerified?
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The decentralized economy has taken humanity by storm today. Web 3.0 and Metaverse are being
called the next big thing and will likely be changing the face of technology as we have known it.
Retail, gaming, work, or immersive education; there is not one industry that has not jumped on
board and is ready to transform its operations forever!
This brings us to what we offer -> Meta-Security: Cybersecurity in the Metaverse!

2/3 OF BUSINESSES in the
developed world experience
a cyber breach at least once
in the past year

At least 11 MILLION fraud
and cyber crimes were
committed last year
worldwide

The United States is currently the
MOST TARGETED NATION in the
world for phishing attacks, and 2nd
for ransomware

There has been a 41% INCREASE
in ransomware attacks such as
MonkeyGrab, which is the fastest
growing threat as well

2020 saw a RECORD 210
MILLION data breaches

“Insider Threats” by current
or ex-employees contribute to
nearly 43% OF ALL DATA
BREACHES worldwide
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Identity & Access
Management - IAM
IAmVerified is pioneering an Identity
Management Solution for Metaverse
There is currently a huge investment being
dedicated to building on-chain decentralized
solutions for the future. A very interesting point
to note is that all these solutions will need a
verified, reliable, and decentralized identity
management solution(IAM).
If Identity is not decentralized and autonomous
then the whole point of building decentralized
solutions is compromised. At IAmVerified we
are building a decentralized IAM system based

Our innovative ground-breaking technology
helps you maintain anonymity when you
wish to, prove only the credentials that
you want to show, and you have the right
to be forgotten!
We believe Identity belongs to you and you
can use (or not use) it as you will and wish.
No government needs to register your birth
or your offspring so they can track your
lifetime!

on smart contracts, that is able to provide a
platform for you to manage your own Identity. A
so-called Self-Sovereign Identity where you

43%

control your information and no one issues

32%

revokes or even views your information.

Cybercrime incidents(including Identity
theft) in 2021
at SMBs across North America
This chart depicts how businesses had their
network breached in 2021. Mobile devices
presented the most popular entry point.

18%
7%
Mobile Devices

Remote Laptops

Desktops

Direct Hacks
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$IAM Token
$IAM is IAmVerified Cryptocurrency
$IAM has been floated in the market in order to
fund the IAmVerified project. We are a small
team of technology enthusiasts and we have to
compete against governments and large
corporates that love to keep your identity
centralized and profiteer from it. Hence, we
need your trust and support!

$IAM maintains a liquidity pool by using 3% of
every transaction and 7% of the transaction fee
and will be given to $IAM holders as rewards.
Your $IAM will be used to fund your Identity
artifacts - which we like to call NFTID.
At $IAM We will not compromise on the quality
and freedom of our users, we will not sell your
information to add campaigns or governments
for that matter.

$IAM token and every penny you put into this
will be utilized for the purpose of freeing your
identity from corporates and giving it back to its
rightful owner, which is YOU!
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How $IAM ensures your Privacy
At IAmVerified we enable you to store all
Identity information in your own wallet.
IAmVerified provides a level of
abstraction so your details are not visibile
on any blockchain scan.
No human interaction with your actual
identity documents they are also not
stored on any centralized systems. We are
truly a DAO!

IAmVerified has a unique mechanism
where physical identity is identity by our
smart contracts and NFTID is issued.
NFTID is based on smart NFT technology
so it updates its own status when your
physical ID is updated.
You can use NFTID cross-chain, on all
blockchains, realms, games, planets and
metaverses.

Total Sypply : 100 T

$IAM

7% Txn Fee Reward
3% Txn Fee LP

ABOUT US
Passionate | Committed | Innovative
We are extremely proud to be a Decentralised Autonomous Organisation (DAO) working
with autonomous smart contracts and transparency.
We are passionate about bringing Identity and Access Management solutions on-chain!
We provide verified and reliable IAM while maintaining your anonymity so you are secure in
the Metaverse.
NFTID is our ingenious solution that forms a much-required linkage between the physical
world and the MetaPhysical. We utilize Non-Fungible Tokens(NFT) and the blockchain to
provide your unique footprint to anyone YOU desire.
Connect with us today to learn more!
iamverified.nft.id@gmail.com
Level 2, 23 Foster Street Surry Hills NSW 2010 Australia.

www.iamverified.org

